covers the performance, reception, and publication of Bart6k's music in Britain in the seven years separating his last visit to the country and his death in 1945.
Again and again, Gillies uncovers evidence that Bart6k seems to have been his own worst liability in matters of public relations. His amorous intentions for Thildi
Richter (daughter of Hans) and Jelly Aranyi contributed to the loss of the musical support of these two important Hungarianmusical families in Britain. Bart6k's apologetic stage presence and note-imperfect performances emerge as impediments to winning converts to Bart6k's musical style.
Heseltine and Gray found Bart6k personally ingratiating, but grew cooler towards the man and his music when confronted with the highly dissonant works of the late teens and early twenties. By giving equal coverage to Bart6k the performer and Bart6k the composer, Gillies invites comparison between the two. Just as Bart6k's performances were at the same time respected but off-putting, his stage presence was meek and his touch steely. Still, the extent to which Bart6k was generally respected and even ardently supported by a few stalwarts speaks well for the sophistication of the English. Bart6k certainly baffled this musical public, but perhaps less than audiences anywhere else in the world. Bart6k in Britain serves a dual purpose: to explicate Bart6k and to paint a picture Gillies's direct writing style exhibits a dry wit as when writing about the reception of a concert with Jelly Aranyi, "As so often in the past, [Bart6k's] music was recognized as the most original, and also the ugliest, in the programme" (p. 143).
In the last several years Gillies has been on an impressive publishing spree. In ad- Remembered (New York: Norton, 1990 ) and has prepared an edition of Bart6k's letters on music soon to be available. The work is important. Perhaps future projects will allow Gillies to reflect on the sources of information he has amassed in these works and share with us his own critical evaluations of Bart6k. Both of these books are welcome additions to the field and they complement each other somewhat. They cover slightly different territories and are written in very contrasting literary styles. Collaer's work is the more general of the two. While it touches on some biographical details, it deals mainly with Milhaud's music itself. Collaer even refers us to Milhaud's biography if we feel the need to put the music into a chronological and social context. He prefers to think of his book as "a kind of guided tour through the composer's works, stopping before the masterpieces" (p. xv). The book is general from two points of view. It includes chapters on all the different genres, as well as several chapters devoted to musical generalizations about Milhaud's music as a whole. It is also general in the sense that the musical studies are somewhat superficial (a guided tour) and seem to be aimed at the general reader.
Drake's book, on the other hand, is more scholarly. Since his subject is narrower, he can afford to devote more attention to each work and attempt deeper analytical insights. Because of its scholarly density, The Operas of Milhaud is not always as easy to read as Collaer's survey. We may be tempted to skim through some of the more detailed descriptions and to glance only briefly at the charts and formal outlines. Yet these formal outlines present us with the clearest summary of Milhaud's musical constructions. We should also be prepared to encounter many untranslated French quotations. While not presenting difficulties to music scholars, they may put off variance from one work to another. Drake, however, sees a constant evolution in the music, and a clear division into style periods.
In order to present and sustain his view- (pp. 4-11, 64-66, 71-72, 115-118, etc. ). An appendix supplies a brief list of significant data concerning each opera, including the source of the libretto, the size of orchestra, and the dates of composition, orchestration, and first performance. What is particularly revealing here is how few operas are available in full score and how very few recordings there are of any of these works. Most operas have been preserved only on tape from French radio Donald Jay Grout's Short History of Opera devotes a few pages to Milhaud and treats him reasonably fairly and objectively, yet, Milhaud's stature as an opera composer diminishes over the span of the several editions. In the first (New York: Columbia University Press, 1947) he is called a "lead-ing composer of French opera during the interwar period" (p. 524), but is merely the "most prolific of all twentieth-century composers" in the second and third editions (1965, p. 563, and 1988, p. 660, respectively , 1971) , several abbreviated or missing elements make this study less than satisfying overall. The layout follows the standard format of Greenwood's series (which extends to forty volumes as of this writing): a brief biographical essay, followed by a list of works and performances, a bibliography of writings by and about the composer, and a discography. Two appendixes provide a clas- (1965, p. 563, and 1988, p. 660, respectively Richart does refer readers to Nordwall's catalogue, which lists details on ninety-two published and unpublished works written before 1957, and mentions a revised list by Fred Sallis of the early works, which has not appeared in print as of this writing. Richart's post-1956 work list does appear to be complete, with the possible exception of one work: 3 Objekte, for two pianos (1976), supplied by Nordwall in his Ligeti work list in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians. I have not been able to find any other mention of this title; if it does exist, it appears to be unpublished. It is surprising that Richart could not venture to confirm nor correct such an entry in a standard reference work, especially since he claims to have been in correspondence with Nordwall (p. xi). The work list does contain considerable information for most of Ligeti's works, including year of composition, publisher (but not the year of publication), tim-
